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How To Use This Flip Book
This flip book has been designed to help fishers understand what 
information is required for electronic catch and position reporting 
under the new regulations and when fishers must provide that 
information. It is intended to be kept on board your vessel, if 
you use one, or wherever you store your e-logbook. It includes 
information relating to each of the seven types of report you might 
need to send in for a particular fishing trip, and guidance on when 
to turn your GPR device on and off. 

The flip book has been designed so that you can easily remove the 
pages in sections 2 and 3 relating to fishing methods that you do 
not use. If you are a non-processing vessel, you can also disregard 
that information.

Along with a page of summary information for each report type, 
there are one-page graphics that give an at-a-glance overview of 
the reporting process. The key will help you understand the graphic 
overviews in section 1.

This flip book does not identify ALL information required for 
each event report. It is a generic guide to your legal reporting 
obligations, to familiarise you at a high level with what you 
need to do to record, complete and provide in keeping with the 
requirements of the regulations and circulars. Nor does it cover 

specific legal requirements relating to particular fishing methods or 
areas. To see exactly what you need to do and when, by law, refer 
to the relevant regulations and circulars, available on the Digital 
Monitoring pages of the Fisheries New Zealand website:  
www.fisheries.govt.nz/digitalmonitoring

What information to record   

Time when the information must be complete  
(Information authorised)

Key

When to provide information (Send/transmit)



THIS IS NOT A LEGAL DOCUMENT. For the exact requirements, refer to the regulations, available at www.legislation.govt.nz: Fisheries (Reporting) Regulations 2017 and Fisheries (Geospatial Position 
Reporting) Regulations 2017 and the four circulars available on the MPI webpage at www. mpi.govt.nz/fisheries-digital-monitoring. These documents set out the legal and technical requirements 
for the e-logbooks and position reporting that fishers must use to provide their fishing activity data to MPI from the relevant date. It is important that you look at them, so that you fully understand 
what is expected of you under electronic catch and position reporting. When determining how to carry out electronic reporting safely, the health and safety of the crew must be considered. All 
queries about health and safety operational considerations should be directed to Maritime New Zealand (the Health and Safety regulator).
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Electronic Catch and Position Reporting Guide: Part 1

Trip Start ReportPosition Reporting On

Turn your position reporting 
on at the start of trip and 
perform status check.

This information is  
automatically completed.

This information is  
automatically transmitted.

• Time
• Position
• Master/fisher details
• Vessel details (if    

applicable)
• PSRMP (Y/N)

Just before you depart

By the end of the day the  
report is to be completed.
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Electronic Catch and Position Reporting Guide: Part 2

By the end of the day the  
report is to be completed.

• Estimate of catch

Complete within 8 hours of 
ending an event.

Fish Catch Report

• Time
• Position

At the time each event ends.

Fish Catch Report

• Gear details
• Time
• Position
• Target species

At the time each event starts.

Fish Catch Report
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Electronic Catch and Position Reporting Guide: Part 3 
and 4

By the end of the day the  
report is to be completed.

Any NFPS caught?
• Species
• Weight or number

If fishing, at the same time 
as Fish Catch Report must be 
completed OR
If not part of fish catch, by the 
end of the day on which you 
became aware of the capture.

NFPS Report

By the end of the day 
FOLLOWING the end of a 24 
hour processing period.

If any fish are processed beyond 
a particular state:
• Species
• State
• Weight
• Number of containers of 

a particular type and unit 
weight

By the end of the day after a 
24 hour processing period.

Processing Report
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Electronic Catch and Position Reporting Guide: Part 5

By the end of the day the  
report is to be completed.

Are fish returned to the 
water, eaten or used for bait 
during a 24-hour processing 
period?
• Quantity
• Disposal code

Complete and provide a 
Disposal Report for every 24 
hour processing period by 
one day after the period ends

Disposal Report

Are fish put into, taken out 
of or lost from a holding 
container in water?
• Position
• Quantity
• Disposal code

Within 1 hour of disposal 
ending.

Disposal Report

Are fish associated with a 
catch event returned to the 
water, eaten or used for bait?
• Quantity
• Disposal code

At the same time as the 
corresponding Fish Catch 
Report

Disposal Report

By the end of the day the  
report is to be completed.

By the end of the day the  
report is to be completed.
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Electronic Catch and Position Reporting Guide: Part 6

Position Reporting OffTrip End Report

• Time
• Position

When the trip has ended 
(once you are back at port or 
at your base of operations).

By the end of the day the  
reports are to be completed.

Turn your position reporting 
off at the end of trip.

This information is  
automatically completed.

This information is  
automatically transmitted.
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Electronic Catch and Position Reporting Guide: Part 7

By the end of the day the  
report is to be completed.

Are fish previously recorded 
as LF removed from a holding 
container on land?
• Greenweight (optional until 

LFR provides actual weight) 

Complete and provide by the 
end of the day on which the 
fish is removed from holding 
container. Update with actual 
weight from LFR within 15 days.

Landing Report
Live fish to LFR

Amend initial Landing  
Report with:
• Greenweight from LFR  

(if applicable)

Complete and provide as soon 
as practicable but no later than 
15 days after initial Landing 
Report is finished, whichever is 
soonest

Landing Report
Amended

• Inventory of fish landed
• Landing code
• Greenweight  

(for catch not going to 
LFR)

When landing has ended.

Landing Report
Initial or Final

By the end of the day the  
report is to be completed.

By the end of the day the  
report is to be completed.
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Record, Complete and Provide Timeframes for all Report Types
Report Type Record and Complete Times Provide Time

Trip Start Report Complete before you leave port or base of operations when possible but at the latest before a Fish Catch 
event starts

Immediately after the 
report is completed

Fish Catch Report

1. Record date, time and location of the start of fishing, plus the intended catch:  
as soon as the fishing event starts

2. Record date, time and location of the end of fishing: as soon as the fishing event ends
3. Record and complete all other information: within 8 hours of the fishing event ending

By the end of the day 
on which the Fish Catch 
Report is completed

NFPS Catch Report
If capture is made during a fish catch event, complete and provide at the same time as the Fish Catch Report1 OR
If capture is not associated with a fish catch event, complete and provide a standalone NFPS report by the end of the day you became 
aware of the capture

Disposal Report

Complete at the same time as  the Fish Catch Report is required to be completed2 OR
If you are recording a holding pot at sea transaction: within 1 hour of the transaction taking place

By the end of the day on 
which the Disposal Report 
is completed

OR If you are also processing, the Disposal Report should be completed and provided at the same time as the Processing Report

Processing Report Complete and provide by the end of the day FOLLOWING the end of the 24 hour processing period  
(If processing starts on one day and finishes on the next, this will be the end of the day FOLLOWING the day processing ended)

Trip End Report
Complete as soon as fishing finishes for a trip (once you arrive back in port or at base of operations) As soon as you complete a 

trip end report

Landing Report – Initial
(all information except greenweight) or final 
(non LFR catch)

Immediately landing finishes By the end of the day 
on which the report is 
completed

Landing Report – 
Amended  (once greenweights  
have been received from LFR)

As soon as is practicable, but no later than 15 days after Initial Landing Report is finished

Landing Report – Live 
fish to LFR

Complete and provide by the end of the day on which fish is removed from holding container. Update with actual weight from LFR within 
15 days

1 If there is more than one NFPS capture during a fishing event, those catches can be recorded on the same report. 
2 If there is more than one disposal event associated with a single fish catch event, those disposals can be recorded on the same report.
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Fishing Method Information
Trawling 3

Dredging and Mechanical Harvesting 4
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Squid Jigging 16
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THIS IS NOT A LEGAL DOCUMENT. For the exact requirements, refer to the regulations, available at www.legislation.govt.nz: Fisheries (Reporting) Regulations 2017 and Fisheries (Geospatial Position 
Reporting) Regulations 2017 and the four circulars available on the MPI webpage at www. mpi.govt.nz/fisheries-digital-monitoring. These documents set out the legal and technical requirements 
for the e-logbooks and position reporting that fishers must use to provide their fishing activity data to MPI from the relevant date. It is important that you look at them, so that you fully understand 
what is expected of you under electronic catch and position reporting. When determining how to carry out electronic reporting safely, the health and safety of the crew must be considered. All 
queries about health and safety operational considerations should be directed to Maritime New Zealand (the Health and Safety regulator).
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Fish Catch Report
• Information now included:

 – Number of nets
 – Wingspread
 – Mesh size of cod-end
 – End position

• Lost nets can be reported
• Mitigation device codes must be reported

Mitigation

Depending on whether your vessel is greater than 28m in overall  
length or not, select the applicable mitigation equipment and  
operational practices you used during the tow. Some options are  
only applicable to under or over 28m vessels.

NFPS Report
Seabird capture reporting is simpler and more informative

Disposal Report
• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be 

reported

Landing Report
• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios that must 

be reported. 

Trawling

Report Start 

After the net reaches fishing depth and 
position

Before the net leaves fishing depth 
and position

Report End 

No change from paper-based system 
– effort and estimated catch will be on 
the basis of each tow

Fishing Activity 
You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

BT*
BPT
MW*
MPT
PRB
PRM

*BT and MW refer to trawl net design and 
not where gear is fished. For example, 
if you use midwater gear to fish on the 
bottom, choose code MW.

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  

Further details are provided 
in section 3 to help fishers 
understand the event-based 
reporting process, particularly 
around landings.

Note that as processing 
reports are only needed for 
a small number of vessels, 
only brief information on 
processing reporting is 
included in this  
flip book.
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Fish Catch Report
• Information now included:

 – Time/position at start and end of fishing
 – Number of dredges or mechanical harvesting devices used
 – Dredge width

• Mitigation device codes may be reported (if used)

Disposal Report
• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be 

reported

Landing Report
• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios that must 

be reported
Further details are provided in section 3 to help fishers understand the  
event-based reporting process, particularly around landings.

Dredging and Mechanical Harvesting

Report Start 

Before dredging/harvesting starts

After the last dredge/harvesting ends

Report End 

In the Foveaux Strait oyster fishery 
(OYU5), complete a separate fish catch 
report for each grid square you fish in 
unless:
1. During a tow, a vessel crosses a grid 
square boundary before returning to the 
grid square where the tow started; or
2. A tow ends in different grid square 
but is part of a tow series that takes 
place in up to four squares that have a 
common border.
In all other fisheries, a separate Fish 
Catch Report must be completed if, 
during the day, fishing takes place more 
than 1NM from the start of the previous 
event.

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

D
MH

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  
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Fish Catch Report

• Information now included:
 – Time/position of end of set
 – Time/position at start of haul 
 – Time/position at end of haul

• Lost nets can be reported
• Mitigation device codes may be reported (if used)

Disposal Report

• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be 

reported

Landing Report

• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios that must 
be reported

Further details are provided in section 3 to help fishers understand the  
event-based reporting process, particularly around landings.

Set Netting (Including Gill Netting) and Pair Set Netting

Start Set

Before the first part of the first net 
enters the water (e.g. float of anchor)

After the last part of the last net enters 
the water (e.g. float or anchor)

End Set

Separate Fish Catch Reports must be completed if, during the day:
• A net is set that is more than 1NM from other nets that have 

been set on that day; or
• A different species is targeted; or
• Multiple nets are set within 1NM with the intention of hauling 

them at different times (e.g. on different trips); or

• Nets are under-run 
Electronic catch reporting represents a move away from daily 
reporting (vessels <6m) or from reporting nets set within 2 
nautical miles of first net (vessels ≥6m).Fishing Activity  

You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

SN
PSN

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  

Start Haul

Before the first part of the first net 
comes out of the water

After the last net is completely out of 
the water

End Haul
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Fish Catch Report

• Information now included:
 – Time/position at end of set (DN only)
 – Time/position at start of haul (DN only) 
 – Time/position at end of haul

• Lost nets can be reported
• Mitigation device codes may be reported (if used)

Disposal Report

• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be 

reported

Landing Report

• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios that must 
be reported

Further details are provided in section 3 to help fishers understand the  
event-based reporting process, particularly around landings.

Ring Netting and Inshore Drift Netting
Start Set
Before the first part of the net enters 
the water (e.g. float or anchor)

After the net has completely entered 
the water

End Set (DN only)

For drift netting, each individual set 
and retrieval of a net must be reported. 
For ring netting, multiple shots can be 
reported if they are within one nautical 
mile of the first shot. If you are recording 
multiple shots, enter the number of 
shots in the 'number of nets' field.

Electronic catch reporting represents a 
move away from daily reporting (vessels 
<6m) or from reporting nets set within 2 
nautical miles of first net (vessels ≥6m).

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

RN
DN

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  

After the net is completely out  
of the water

End Haul
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Fish Catch Report

• Information now included:
 – Time/position of end of set
 – Time/position of end of haul
 – Line weighting

• Lost lines can be reported
• Mitigation device codes must be reported

External Line Weighting Regime

If you’re not using IWL, enter the line weighting regime that reflects 
the set as a whole. You have to enter two figures - ‘weight’  
(e.g. 7 if you’re attaching 7kg weights) and ‘number of hooks per  
weight’ (e.g. 40 if you add a weight every 40 hooks).

Mitigation

Select the applicable mitigation equipment and operational  
practices you used during setting and hauling.

NFPS Report

Seabird capture reporting is simpler and more informative

Disposal Report

• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be reported

Landing Report

• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios that must be reported

Bottom Longlining and Trot Lining

Start Set
Before the first anchor enters the water

After the last anchor enters the water

End Set

Reporting is on a set-by-set basis and 
a set is classed as a discrete section of 
line. 

If your fishing involves setting multiple 
sections of backbone that are not 
physically connected, you must complete 
a separate Fish Catch Report for each 
section of backbone that is deployed.

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

BLL
TL

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  

Start Haul
Before the first anchor comes out the water

After the last anchor comes out of the water

End Haul

Further details are 
provided in section 3 to 
help fishers understand 
the event-based reporting 
process, particularly 
around landings.

Note that as processing 
reports are only needed for 
a small number of vessels,  
only brief information on 
processing reporting is 
included in this flip book.
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Fish Catch Report

• Information now included:
 – Time/position of first and last lines hauled
 – Number of lines hauled

• Lost lines can be reported
• Mitigation device codes may be reported (if used)

Disposal Report

• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be 

reported

Landing Report

• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios that must 
be reported

Further details are provided in section 3 to help fishers understand the event-
based reporting process, particularly around landings.

Drop/Dahn Lining

Start 

Before hauling the first line

After the last line is back on board

End 

Additional Fish Catch Reports must be 
started if, during the day, further lines 
are hauled more than 1NM from the 
start of the previous fishing event.

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

DL

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  
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Fish Catch Report

• Information now included:
 – Time/position of start and end of fishing

• Mitigation device codes may be reported (if used)

Disposal Report

• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be 

reported

Landing Report

 > New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios 
that must be reported

Further details are provided in section 3 to help fishers understand the event-
based reporting process, particularly around landings.

Handlining and Pole and Line

Start 

Before the first lines or lures are 
deployed

After the last line or lure has been 
removed from the water

End 

A separate Fish Catch Report must be 
completed if, during the day, fishing 
takes place more than 1NM away from 
the start of the previous event.

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

HL
PL

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  
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Fish Catch Report
• Information now included:

 – Time/position of start and end of fishing
• Mitigation device codes may be reported (if used)
• Estimated catch reporting is on the basis of weight and the total  

number of fish of each species

Disposal Report
• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be 

reported

Landing Report
• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios that must 

be reported
Further details are provided in section 3 to help fishers understand the  
event-based reporting process, particularly around landings.

Trolling

Start 

Before the first lines or lures are 
deployed

After the last line or lure has been 
removed from the water

End 

At least one Fish Catch Report must 
be completed for each day of fishing. 
If, during a day’s fishing, all lines 
are removed from the water before 
being deployed again later in the day, 
fishing effort must be recorded on two 
separate Fish Catch Reports.

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Code

T

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  
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Fish Catch Report
• Information now included:

 – Start/end position of haul
• Mitigation device codes must be reported
• You must still report numbers of individual fish (and weight) for all fish that are retained.
• Only report fish you retain on a Fish Catch Report. Any fish not retained must be  

reported on a Disposal Report

Mitigation

Select the applicable mitigation equipment and operational practices  
you used during setting and hauling.

Line weighting

Enter the details of your line weighting regime ( the amount of additional weight added to 
snoods). You have to enter two figures - ‘weight’  
(e.g. 50 if 50 gram weights are attached) and ‘distance from hook’  
(e.g. 0.4 if the weights are attached 40 cm from the hook). If no  
additional weights are added to the snoods, enter ‘0’ for both figures.

NFPS Report

Seabird capture reporting is simpler and more informative 

Disposal Report
• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be 

reported

Requirement to report number of individual fish and weight remains

Landing Report
• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios 

that must be reported

Surface Longlining (Tuna-Lining)

Start Set

Before the first float enters the water

After the last float enters the water

End Set

No change from paper-based system – 
effort and estimated catch will be on the 
basis of each set.

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Code

SLL

At-a-Glance Changes from Paper-Based 
Reporting  

Start Haul

Before the first float comes back on board

After the last float has been taken back 
on board

End Haul

Further details are provided 
in section 3 to help fishers 
understand the event-
based reporting process, 
particularly around landings.

Note that as processing 
reports are only needed for 
a small number of vessels, 
only brief information on 
processing reporting is 
included in this  
flip book.
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Fish Catch Report

• Information now included:
 – Position/time at start of set
 – Position/time at end of set
 – Total warp length (new for Danish seine only)

• Mitigation device codes may be reported (if used)

Disposal Report

• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be 

reported

Landing Report

• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios that must 
be reported

Further details are provided in section 3 to help fishers understand the event-
based reporting process, particularly around landings.

Seining (Except Dip Netting and Scoop Netting)

Start 

Before the shot commences

After the shot has ended (if a skiff is 
used, this will be when the skiff is  
on board)

End 

Effort and estimated catch will  
be on the basis of each set.

Electronic catch reporting represents a 
move away from daily reporting.

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

BS
L
PS
DPS
DS

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  
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Fish Catch Report

• Information now included:
 – Time/position at start and end of fishing

• Mitigation device codes may be reported (if used)

Disposal Report

• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be 

reported

Landing Report

• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios that must 
be reported

Further details are provided in section 3 to help fishers understand the event-
based reporting process, particularly around landings.

Seining (Dip Netting and Scoop Netting)

Start 

Before the first net lift occurs

After the last net lift occurs

End 

Additional Fish Catch Reports must be 
completed if, during the day, fishing 
takes place more than 1NM away from 
the start of the previous event.

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

DPN
SCN

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  
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Fish Catch Report

• Information now included:
 – Diving breath mode code: snorkel (SK), SCUBA - steel tank (ST),  

SCUBA - aluminium tank (AL) or surface-supplied (SS)
 – Position/time at start and end of diving for each diver
 – Visibility and swell
 – Use of boat boy 
 – Each diver’s time in water and catch must be reported 
 – If you’re diving for paua, enter which paua statistical area you’re  

diving in. If you’re not diving for paua, leave this blank.
 – If you’re diving for paua, and are targeting paua that are above the 

minimum harvest size (MHS) for the statistical area you’re diving in, 
record the minimum length of paua you are targeting (in mm).

Disposal Report

• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be reported

Landing Report

• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios that must 
be reported

Further details are provided in section 3 to help fishers understand the event-
based reporting process, particularly around landings.

Diving

Start 

Before the diver enters the water

After the diver exits the water

End 

An additional Fish Catch Report must 
be completed if, during the day, the 
target species or method changes.

For pāua diving, a separate diver 
record must be completed for each 
paua statistical area.

Record catches of blackfoot and 
yellowfoot paua separately.

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

DV

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  
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Fish Catch Report

• Information now included:
 – Position/time at start and end of fishing

Disposal Report

• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals  

that must be reported

Landing Report

• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios  
that must be reported

Further details are provided in section 3 to help fishers understand the  
event-based reporting process, particularly around landings.

Hand Gathering

Start 

Before hand gathering starts

After hand gathering ends

End 

An additional Fish Catch Report must 
be completed if, during the day, fishing 
takes place that is more than 1NM 
from the start of the previous catch.

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

H

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  
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Fish Catch Report

• Information now included:
 – Position/time at start and end of drift

• Some information no longer required, such as position at  
01:00 hours and tray tally

Disposal Report

• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be 

reported

Landing Report

• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios that must 
be reported

Further details are provided in section 3 to help fishers understand the  
event-based reporting process, particularly around landings.

Squid Jigging

Start 

Before jigging machines start operating

After jigging machines stop operating

End 

Effort and estimated catch must be 
reported for each drift, which is the 
period between when jigging machines 
start and stop. Note that this can be no 
more than 24 hours.

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

SJ

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  
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Fish Catch Report

• Information now included:
 – Position/time of first and last lifts
 – Soak time
 – Fyke nets baited (Y/N) – only relevant to eel fishers using  

fyke nets

Disposal Report

• Use fishstock codes (not species codes)
• New codes have been created for the different fish disposals that must be 

reported
• Number and weight of eels above maximum legal weight will be reported

Landing Report

• New codes have been created for the different landing scenarios that must 
be reported 

Further details are provided in section 3 to help fishers understand the  
event-based reporting process, particularly around landings.

Potting and Eeling

Start 

Before the first pot or net is lifted

After the last net or pot has been lifted

End 

Additional Fish Catch Reports must be 
completed if: 

1) for rock lobster potting, gear is lifted 
that is more than 10 NM from the 
first lift.

2) for blue cod potting, gear is lifted 
that is more than 2 NM from the first 
lift.

3) for freshwater eel fishing, gear is 
lifted that is in a different eel sub-
statistical area.

4) for all other potting fisheries, gear 
is lifted that is more than 1NM from 
the first lift.

Fishing Activity  
You Must Report 

Method 
Codes

CP
CRP
OCP
RLP
SCP
POT
EP
EFN
FN
FP

At-a-Glance Changes from  
Paper-Based Reporting  
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THIS IS NOT A LEGAL DOCUMENT. For the exact requirements, refer to the regulations, available at www.legislation.govt.nz: Fisheries (Reporting) Regulations 2017 and Fisheries (Geospatial Position 
Reporting) Regulations 2017 and the four circulars available on the MPI webpage at www. mpi.govt.nz/fisheries-digital-monitoring. These documents set out the legal and technical requirements 
for the e-logbooks and position reporting that fishers must use to provide their fishing activity data to MPI from the relevant date. It is important that you look at them, so that you fully understand 
what is expected of you under electronic catch and position reporting. When determining how to carry out electronic reporting safely, the health and safety of the crew must be considered. All 
queries about health and safety operational considerations should be directed to Maritime New Zealand (the Health and Safety regulator).
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You must complete a separate Fish Catch Report for each fishing event. The tables in section 2 explain the fishing 
activity for which effort and estimated catch must be reported for each fishing method i.e. what “fishing event” 
means for each method.

The legal definitions of start and end times are explained in the tables in section 2. You should record your start 
and end times immediately when the activities that are explained in the table happen.

The Data Entry Quick Guides on the following pages will help you understand how to enter fish catch report data 
for different fishing methods into an e-logbook.

Catch estimates of greenweight can be made in the way that is easiest for you to make a reasonable estimate in 
kilograms (unless a particular fishery asks for otherwise). 

This could be by:
• making an eyeball estimate of fish on deck or in pounds;
• counting full or partial bins (including dolavs) or bags and multiplying the total count by the estimated weight 

of each of them;
• making a count of total fish and multiplying the total number by estimated individual fish weight;
• using any other method available to you that allows you to safely make a reasonable estimate within the 

required timeframe.

Species recorded in an individual estimate SHOULD NOT include:
• fish that are not of legal status e.g. sub-MLS (these should be recorded on a Disposal Report);
• species that will be recorded in a Non-Fish or Protected Fish Species Catch Report, such as corals, sponges 

and bryozoans. Instructions on what to do if you catch non-fish or protected species are on a separate page. 

When a fishing event is finished, you must complete your Catch Report within 8 hours and provide it to FishServe 
before the end of the day on which the Fish Catch Report is completed.

Fish Catch Report – Summary Information
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Quick guide to entering Fish Catch Report data: Trawling
General information
• This report provides the data that you previously reported on 

either the top part of a trawl catch, effort and processing return 
(TCEPR) or on a trawl catch effort return (TCER). 

• E-logbooks are set up so that you can’t start a Fish Catch 
Report unless a Trip Start Report has been completed. 

• You must complete a separate Fish Catch Report for each tow. 

Report content
The first four data fields of the catch report are general information 
about the fishing trip may be automatically carried across from the 
Trip Start Report, but if not, you’ll need to enter them again: 
• Trip ID 
• Client number 
• Is vessel used? 
• Vessel number

The codes you need to complete the next set of data fields are 
listed in Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions 
and Codes) Circular. The fishing method codes and target species 
codes haven’t changed from the old system:
• Fishing method code – choose one of the six possible codes for 

trawling.
• Target species code – enter the code for the main species you 

are trying to catch (although it may not be the one you actually 
catch the most of).

• Mitigation device and operational practice codes – enter the 
mitigation equipment and operational practices you used 
during the trawl. 

In the next set of data fields you will provide more detail about 
the tow and catch itself, but depending on the type of tow you are 
doing some of these fields might be left blank:  
• Number of nets – this will be at least one.
• Vessel pair number – if you work in a pair, add the registration 

number of the second vessel.
• Wingspread – enter the wingspread (in whole metres) as the 

net was originally designed, or as it is at present if you have 
modified it. If you use more than one net, enter the total 
combined wingspread of all nets in metres. If you have a 
spread sensor installed give the average wingspread during the 
entire tow.

• Headline height – enter the average distance from the 
groundrope to the headline as measured by a net monitor, if 
you have one, or the headline height that the net is currently 
designed to operate at. For bottom trawl nets that have a 
headline height of less than 10 m, Fisheries New Zealand 
encourages you to record this information to one decimal place 
(e.g. 5.2 m) if this information is available. Otherwise, record 
this information to the nearest metre.

• Codend mesh size – enter the minimum mesh size (in 
millimetres) of the codend(s), or zero if you are using PSH gear.
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• Groundrope depth – enter the distance (in whole metres) from 
the sea surface to the groundrope at the point when the net 
reaches the target depth. 

• Bottom depth – enter the water depth at the groundrope (in 
whole metres) from the sea surface to sea bottom when the net 
reaches the target depth.

• Speed – this should be the average speed (in knots) of the 
entire tow.

• Is net lost? – if yes, give as many extra details as possible in 
the Notes field. 

• Start position – enter the date/time of when the net reaches its 
intended depth and position e.g. when the brakes are applied, 
and the position of the vessel at that time.

• Finish position – enter the date/time of when the net leaves its 
intended depth and position e.g. when the brakes come off, 
and the position of the vessel at that time.

• Total estimated catch – enter a value in kilograms.
• Catch records – fill in the species code and estimated 

greenweight (in kilograms) for the top 5 QMS and top 3 non-
QMS species you catch if you are an over 28m trawler, or for 
the top 8 (QMS and non-QMS) species if you are an under 
28m trawler. The species codes are listed in Schedule 2 of the 

Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions and Codes) Circular 
and on the Resources webpage of the Digital Monitoring 
website (for non-QMS species codes). The method you use to 
estimate the weight of each species is up to you. For example, 
you could:
 – multiply the number of bins of a species by an average bin 

weight; or 
 – make a visual estimate of the weight of a species; or 
 – divide the initial estimate of bag weight by the relative 

proportion of species caught. 

Note: Catch records only apply to catch that you are legally allowed 
to keep. Catch you are not permitted to keep will be recorded on a 
Disposal Report or NFPS Report.

• Is NFPS catch present? – enter yes or no. If yes, fill in an NFPS 
Catch Report.

The last two data fields may or may not be filled in:
• Amendment reason – fill this in if you are updating, correcting 

or adding to a report.
• Notes – enter any extra information here.
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Quick guide to entering Fish Catch Report data:  
Dredging and Mechanical Harvesting
General information
• This report provides the data that you previously reported on a 

catch, effort and landing return. 
• E-logbooks are set up so that you can’t start a Fish Catch 

Report unless a Trip Start Report has been completed. 
• Specific instructions for when you have to start a new Fish 

Catch Report are given in section 2 of the guidance flip book.

Report content
The first four data fields of the catch report are general information 
about the fishing trip may be automatically carried across from the 
Trip Start Report, but if not, you’ll need to enter them again: 
• Trip ID 
• Client number 
• Is vessel used? 
• Vessel number

The codes you need to complete the next set of data fields are 
listed in Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions 
and Codes) Circular. The fishing method codes and target species 
codes haven’t changed from the old system:
• Fishing method code – choose one of the two possible codes.

 

• Target species code – this is the code for the main species you 
are trying to catch (although it may not be the one you actually 
catch the most of).

• Mitigation device codes – if applicable, enter the codes for any 
devices used. 

In the next set of data fields you will provide more detail about the 
gear and catch itself, but depending on the type of gear you are 
using some of these fields might be left blank:  
• Dredge width – enter the length in metres of the bar or bit 

of the dredge (If you are towing more than one dredge, enter 
the combined width of all the dredges used. Not required for 
mechanical harvesting. 

• Number of tows – enter the number of tows completed (i.e. 
the number of times a dredges or dredges were lifted onto the 
vessel). Not required for mechanical harvesting. 

• Number of devices used – for dredging, enter the number of 
dredges that are towed. For mechanical harvesting, enter the 
number of mechanical harvesters used.

• Start details – for dredging, enter the date, time and position 
of the vessel immediately before dredging starts (i.e. before 
a dredge enters the water). For mechanical harvesting, enter 
the date, time and position of the vessel or fisher immediately 
before harvesting starts.

• Finish details – for dredging, enter the date, time and position 
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of the vessel immediately after dredging ends (i.e. the dredge 
is back on board the vessel). For mechanical harvesting, enter 
the date, time and position of where the vessel or fisher is 
immediately after harvesting ends.

• Total estimated catch – enter your estimate of the total weight 
of fish caught, but for Foveaux Strait oysters use the number of 
individual oysters taken, treating one oyster as being 1 kg. 

• Catch records – fill in the species code and estimated 
greenweight (in kilograms) for top (by weight) 8 species (QMS 
and non-QMS) that you catch. You can include more than 
8 species but must not record less unless less than 8 were 
caught. The species codes are listed in Schedule 2 of the 
Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions and Codes) Circular 
and on the Resources webpage of the Digital Monitoring 
website (for non-QMS species codes). The method you use to 
estimate the weight of each species is up to you. For example, 
you could:
 – multiply the number of bins of a species by an average bin 

weight; or 
 – make a visual estimate of the weight of a species.

Note: Catch records only apply to catch that you are legally allowed 

to keep. Catch you are not permitted to keep will be recorded on a 
Disposal Report or NFPS Report.
• Is NFPS catch present? – enter yes or no. If yes, fill in an NFPS 

Catch Report.

The last two data fields may or may not be filled in:
• Amendment reason – fill this in if you are updating, correcting 

or adding to a report.
• Notes – enter any extra information here.
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Quick guide to entering Fish Catch Report data: Netting 
General information
• This report provides the data that you previously reported on 

either a netting catch effort landing return or on a catch effort 
landing return. 

• E-logbooks are set up so that you can’t start a Fish Catch 
Report unless a Trip Start Report has been completed. 

• The type of netting you do will determine when you have to 
fill in more than one Fish Catch Report – see section 2 of the 
guidance flip book for full instructions.

• Set netting includes Gill netting.

Report content
The first four data fields of the catch report are general information 
about the fishing trip may be automatically carried across from the 
Trip Start Report, but if not, you’ll need to enter them again: 
• Trip ID 
• Client number 
• Is vessel used? 
• Vessel number

The codes you need to complete the next set of data fields are 
listed in Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions 
and Codes) Circular and on the Resources webpage of the Digital 
Monitoring website (for non-QMS species codes). The fishing 
method codes and target species codes haven’t changed from the 
old system: 

• Fishing method code – choose one of the four possible codes 
for netting.

• Target species code – this is the code for the main species you 
are trying to catch (although it may not be the one you actually 
catch the most of).

• Mitigation device codes – enter the codes for any devices. 

In the next set of data fields you will provide more detail about the 
gear and catch itself, but depending on the type of gear you are 
using some of these fields might be left blank:  
• Number of nets – this will be at least one. If you use spacers 

between panels of nets, do not count each panel separately. 
Nets should only be counted separately if they are not 
physically joined in any way.  
If you are ring netting, enter the number of shots you do in the 
'number of nets' field.

• Total length of nets – enter the combined length of all nets in 
metres.

• Minimum mesh size – enter the mesh size in millimetres. For 
SN and PSN only: if you are using nets with different mesh 
sizes (but targeting the same species), enter the smallest mesh 
size used. 

• Net height – enter the height of the net in terms of the number 
of meshes. For SN and PSN only: enter the largest net height 
used, if you are using nets of different heights.

• Is net lost? – if yes, give as many extra details as possible in 
the Notes field. 
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• Start of set details – enter the date, time and position of the 
vessel or fisher immediately before the first part of the first net 
(e.g. float or anchor) enters the water. 

• End of set details – enter the date, time and position of the 
vessel or fisher immediately after the last part of the last net 
(e.g. float or anchor) has entered the water.  
Not required for ring netting.

• Start of haul details – for SN and PSN only: enter the date, 
time and position of the vessel or fisher immediately before the 
first part of the first net starts to come out of the water. 
Not required for ring netting.

• End of haul details – enter the date, time and position of the 
vessel or fisher immediately after the last part of the last net is 
on board or has been hauled.

• Catch records – fill in the species code and estimated 
greenweight (in kilograms) for top (by weight) 8 species (QMS 
and non-QMS) that you catch. You can include more than 
8 species but must not record less unless less than 8 were 
caught. The codes are listed in Schedule 2 of the Fisheries 
(E-Logbook Users Instructions and Codes) Circular, and haven’t 
changed from the old system. The method you use to estimate 
the weight of each species is up to you. For example, you 
could:

 – multiply the number of bins of a species by an average bin 
weight; or 

 – make a visual estimate of the weight of a species. 
 – Note: Catch records only apply to catch that you are legally 

allowed to keep. Catch you are not permitted to keep will be 
recorded on a Disposal Report or NFPS Report.

• Estimated greenweight of all other species – enter your estimate 
of the total weight of the catch excluding the top 8 species in 
kilograms. Enter zero if you catch less than 8 species.

• Is NFPS catch present? – enter yes or no. If yes, fill in an NFPS 
Catch Report.

The last two data fields may or may not be filled in:
• Amendment reason – fill this in if you are updating, correcting 

or adding to a report.
• Notes – enter any extra information here.
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Quick guide to entering Fish Catch Report data: Lining
General information
•  This report provides the data that you previously reported on a 

lining catch effort return or on a lining trip catch effort return. 
• E-logbooks are set up so that you can’t start a Fish Catch 

Report unless a Trip Start Report has been completed. 
• The type of lining you do will determine when you have to fill 

in more than one Fish Catch Report – see section 2 of the 
guidance flip book for full instructions.

Report content
The first four data fields of the catch report are general information 
about the fishing trip may be automatically carried across from the 
Trip Start Report, but if not, you’ll need to enter them again: 
• Trip ID 
• Client number 
• Is vessel used? 
• Vessel number

The codes you need to complete the next set of data fields are 
listed in Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions 
and Codes) Circular. The fishing method codes and target species 
codes haven’t changed from the old system:
• Fishing method code – choose one of the three possible codes 

for lining.
• Autolining? – enter yes or no (for bottom longlining only). 

• Integrated weight line used – enter yes or no (bottom longlining 
and trot lining only)

• External line weighting – if you're not using IWL, enter the line 
weighting regime that reflects the set as a whole. You have 
to enter two figures - 'weight' (e.g. 7 if you're attaching 7kg 
weights) and 'number of hooks per weight (e.g. 40 if you add a 
weight every 40 hooks

• Target species code – this is the code for the main species you 
are trying to catch (although it may not be the one you actually 
catch the most of).

• Mitigation device codes – select the applicable mitigation 
equipment and operational practices you used during setting 
and hauling. 

In the next set of data fields you will provide more detail about the 
gear and catch itself, but depending on the type of gear you are 
using some of these fields might be left blank:  
• Hook space – enter the average distance between each hook on 

the line (not required for dahn lining). 
• Number of hooks – for bottom longline and trot line methods, 

enter the total number of hooks attached to the line. For dahn 
lining, enter the average number of hooks on each line.

• Bottom depth – for bottom longline and trot line methods, enter 
the water depth (in metres) at the start of the set. For dahn 
lining, enter the water depth (in metres) where the first line is 
hauled.
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• Is line lost? – if yes, give as many extra details as possible in 
the Notes field. 

• Number of lines hauled – for dahn lining only: enter the number 
of lines hauled. If the same line is hauled more than once, 
enter the total number of times the line is hauled.

• Start of set details – for bottom longline and trot line methods, 
enter the date, time and position of the vessel immediately 
before setting starts (for example, before the first anchor enters 
the water). For dahn lining, enter the date, time and position of 
the vessel immediately before the first line is hauled.

• End of set details – for bottom longline and trot line methods 
only, enter the date, time and position of the vessel 
immediately after setting is complete (for example, after the 
last anchor has entered the water). 

• Start of haul details – for bottom longline and trot line 
methods only, enter the date, time and position of the vessel 
immediately before hauling starts (before the first part of the 
gear has been taken back on board). Not required for dahn 
lining.

• Finish details – for bottom longline and trot line methods only, 
enter the date, time and position of the vessel immediately 
after hauling is complete (after the last part of the gear has 
been taken back on board). For dahn lining, enter the date, 

time and position of where the vessel is immediately after 
hauling the last line.

• Catch records – fill in the species code and estimated 
greenweight (in kilograms) for top (by weight) 8 species (QMS 
and non-QMS) that you catch. You can include more than 
8 species but must not record less unless less than 8 were 
caught. The species codes are listed in Schedule 2 of the 
Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions and Codes) Circular 
and on the Resources webpage of the Digital Monitoring 
website (for non-QMS species codes). The method you use to 
estimate the weight of each species is up to you. For example, 
you could:
 – multiply the number of bins of a species by an average bin 

weight; or 
 – make a visual estimate of the weight of a species. 

Note: Catch records only apply to catch that you are legally allowed 
to keep. Catch you are not permitted to keep will be recorded on a 
Disposal Report or NFPS Report.
• Estimated greenweight of all other species – enter your estimate 

of the total weight of the catch excluding the top 8 species in 
kilograms. Enter zero if you catch less than 8 species.

• Is NFPS catch present? – enter yes or no. If yes, fill in an NFPS 
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Quick guide to entering Fish Catch Report data: Other-Lining
General information
• This report provides the data that you previously reported on a 

catch, effort and landing return (CELR).
• E-logbooks are set up so that you can’t start a Fish Catch 

Report unless a Trip Start Report has been completed. 
• The type of lining you do will determine when you have to fill 

in more than one Fish Catch Report – see section 2 of the 
guidance flip book for full instructions.

Report content
The first four data fields of the catch report are general information 
about the fishing trip may be automatically carried across from the 
Trip Start Report, but if not, you’ll need to enter them again: 
• Trip ID 
• Client number 
• Is vessel used? 
• Vessel number

The codes you need to complete the next set of data fields are 
listed in Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions 
and Codes) Circular 2018. The fishing method codes and target 
species codes haven’t changed from the old system:
• Fishing method code – choose one of the three possible codes 

for Other-Lining.
• Target species code – this is the code for the main species you 

are trying to catch (although it may not be the one you actually 

catch the most of).
• Mitigation device codes – if applicable, enter the codes for 

devices used. 

In the next set of data fields you will provide more detail about the 
gear and catch itself, but depending on the type of gear you are 
using some of these fields might be left blank:  
• Maximum number of lines used – enter the maximum number of 

lines used at any one time. 
• Maximum number of hooks used – for pole and line, and hand 

line methods, enter the maximum number of hooks used at any 
one time. For trolling, enter the maximum number of lures used 
at any one time. 

• Start details – enter the date, time and position of the vessel or 
fisher immediately before the first lines or lures are deployed.

• Finish details – enter the date, time and position of the vessel 
or fisher immediately after the last line or lure has been 
removed from the water.

• Catch records – fill in the species code and estimated 
greenweight (in kilograms) for top (by weight) 8 species (QMS 
and non-QMS) that you catch. 

For trolling, you must also enter the number of fish of each species 
for the top 8 species. 

You can include more than 8 species but must not record less 
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unless less than 8 were caught. The species codes are listed in 
Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions and 
Codes) Circular and on the Resources webpage of the Digital 
Monitoring website (for non-QMS species codes). The method 
you use to estimate the weight of each species is up to you. For 
example, you could:

 – multiply the number of bins of a species by an average bin 
weight; or 

 – make a visual estimate of the weight of a species.

Note: Catch records only apply to catch that you are legally allowed 
to keep. Catch you are not permitted to keep will be recorded on a 
Disposal Report or NFPS Report.
• Is NFPS catch present? – enter yes or no. If yes, fill in an NFPS 

Catch Report.

The last two data fields may or may not be filled in:
 – Amendment reason – fill this in if you are updating, 

correcting or adding to a report.
 – Notes – enter any extra information here.
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Quick guide to entering Fish Catch Report data:  
Tuna-Lining (surface longlining)
General information
• This report provides most of the data that you previously reported on 

a tuna longlining catch effort return. 
• E-logbooks are set up so that you can’t start a Fish Catch Report 

unless a Trip Start Report has been completed. 
• You must complete a Fish Catch Report every time you set a surface 

longline.

Report content
The first four data fields of the catch report are general information about 
the fishing trip may be automatically carried across from the Trip Start 
Report, but if not, you’ll need to enter them again: 
• Trip ID 
• Client number 
• Is vessel used? 
• Vessel number

The codes you need to complete the next set of data fields are listed in 
Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions and Codes) 
Circular. The fishing method codes and target species codes haven’t 
changed from the old system:
• Fishing under High Seas Permit? – enter yes or no.
• Fishing method code – enter SLL.
• Target species code – this is the code for the main species you are 

trying to catch (although it may not be the one you actually catch the 
most of).

• Mitigation equipment/operational practices – select which of the 
applicable mitigation equipment and operational practices you used 

during setting and hauling. 
• Line weighting – Enter the details of your line weighting regime ( the 

amount of additional weight added to snoods). You have to enter two 
figures - ‘weight’  
(e.g. 50 if 50 gram weights are attached) and ‘distance from hook’  
(e.g. 0.4 if the weights are attached 40 cm from the hook). If no  
additional weights are added to the snoods, enter ‘0’ for both figures.

In the next set of data fields you will provide more detail about the gear 
and catch itself: 
• Line length – enter the total length of line (backbone) in nautical 

miles used during the set. The length of line is the amount of line in 
nautical miles between the first float and the last float set. It is NOT 
the distance travelled during setting. 

• Number of hooks – enter the total number of hooks attached to the 
line.

• Number of floats – enter the total number of floats attached to the 
line.

• Number of lightsticks – enter the total number of lightsticks attached 
to the line. Enter ‘0’ if none are used.

• Line shooter – enter yes or no.
• Bait type percent – Fish – enter your estimate of the percentage of 

hooks on the line that were baited with fish.
• Bait type percent – Squid – enter your estimate of the percentage of 

hooks on the line that were baited with squid.
• Bait type percent – Other – enter your estimate of the percentage of 

hooks on the line that were baited with something other than fish, 
squid or artificial bait.
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• Bait type percent – Artificial – enter your estimate of the percentage of 
hooks on the line that were baited with artificial bait. 

• Is line lost? – if yes, give as many extra details as possible in the 
Notes field. 

• Start details – enter the date, time and position of the vessel 
immediately before setting starts (i.e., before the first float enters the 
water). 

• End of set details – enter the date, time and position of the vessel 
immediately after setting is complete (i.e. after the last float has 
entered the water). 

• Start of haul details – enter the date, time and position of the vessel 
immediately before hauling starts (before the first float is taken back 
on board).

• Finish details – enter the date, time and position of the vessel 
immediately after hauling is complete (after the last float has been 
taken back on board). 

• Catch records – for catch that is kept, use codes from Schedule 2 of 
the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions and Codes) Circular to fill 
in the: 
 – Species code 
 –  Product state code – enter the code that best describes the state 

of fish after processing.
 – Processed weight – enter the weight in kilograms for each species 

and product state combination.

 – Number of fish – enter the total number of fish of each species 
and product state combination.

 – All catch that is not kept must be recorded on a disposal report.

Note: Catch records only apply to catch that you are legally allowed to 
keep. Catch you are not permitted to keep will be recorded on a Disposal 
Report or NFPS Report.
• Is NFPS catch present? – enter yes or no. If yes, fill in an NFPS Catch 

Report.

The last two data fields may or may not be filled in:
• Amendment reason – fill this in if you are updating, correcting or 

adding to a report.
• Notes – enter any extra information here.
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Quick guide to entering Fish Catch Report data: Seining
General information
•  This report provides the data that you previously reported on a catch, 

effort and landing effort return.
• E-logbooks are set up so that you can’t start a Fish Catch Report 

unless a Trip Start Report has been completed. 
• The type of seining you do will determine when you have to fill in 

more than one Fish Catch Report – see section 2 of the guidance flip 
book for full instructions.

Report content
The first four data fields of the catch report are general information about 
the fishing trip may be automatically carried across from the Trip Start 
Report, but if not, you’ll need to enter them again: 
• Trip ID 
• Client number 
• Is vessel used? 
• Vessel number

All the codes you need to complete the next set of data fields are listed 
in Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions and Codes) 
Circula. The fishing method codes and target species codes haven’t 
changed from the old system:
• Fishing method code – choose one of the seven possible codes for 

seining.
• Target species code – this is the code for the main species you are 

trying to catch (although it may not be the one you actually catch the 
most of).

• Mitigation device codes – if applicable, enter the codes for any 
devices used. 

• Fishing under High Seas Permit? – enter yes or no. 
 
In the next set of data fields you will give more detail about the gear 
and catch itself, but depending on the type of seining you are doing 
some of these fields might be left blank:   

• Total net length and warps – for beach seine/drag net, lampara, and 
purse seine methods, enter the combined length in metres of the net 
and warps used in the set or shot. For Danish seine and pair Danish 
seine, enter the total length of the warps only. Not required for dip net 
or scoop net methods. 

• Ground rope length – enter the length in metres of the ground rope of 
your net (Danish seine and pair Danish seine only).

• Is spotter used? – enter yes if a spotter aircraft was used to search for 
fish (purse seine only).

• Spotter call sign – if a spotter aircraft was used, enter its call sign.
• Number of lifts – enter the total number of times you lift a dip net or 

scoop net (not required for other seine methods).
• Start details – for all methods except dip net or scoop net, enter the 

date, time and position of where the vessel or fisher is immediately 
before the set or shot starts. For dip net and scoop net methods, 
enter the date, time and position of the vessel or fisher immediately 
before the first net lift happens. 
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• Finish details – for all methods except dip net or scoop net, enter the 
date, time and position of where the vessel or fisher is immediately 
after the set or shot has ended (for purse seine this means the point 
at which the net or skiff – if used – is back on board the vessel). For 
dip net and scoop net methods, enter the date, time and position of 
where the vessel or fisher is immediately after the last net lift has 
happened.

• Total estimated catch – for all methods except dip net and scoop net, 
enter your estimate of the total weight of fish caught in the set or 
shot. For dip net and scoop net, enter the total weight of fish caught 
in the combined lifts.

• Catch records – fill in the species code and estimated greenweight 
(in kilograms) for top (by weight) 8 species (QMS and non-QMS) 
that you catch. You can include more than 8 species but must not 
record less unless less than 8 were caught. The species codes are 
listed in Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions 
and Codes) Circular and on the Resources webpage of the Digital 
Monitoring website (for non-QMS species codes). The method you use 
to estimate the weight of each species is up to you. For example, you 
could:
 – multiply the number of bins of a species by an average bin weight; 

or 
 – make a visual estimate of the weight of a species; or 
 – divide the initial estimate of bag weight by the relative proportion 

of species caught. 

Note: Catch records only apply to catch that you are legally allowed to 
keep. Catch you are not permitted to keep will be recorded on a Disposal 
Report or NFPS Report.
• Is NFPS catch present? – enter yes or no. If yes, fill in an NFPS Catch 

Report.

The last two data fields may or may not be filled in:
• Amendment reason – fill this in if you are updating, correcting or 

adding to a report.
• Notes – enter any extra information here.
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Quick guide to entering Fish Catch Report data: Diving
General information
• This report provides the data that you previously reported on 

either a catch, effort and landing effort return or on a paua 
catch effort and landing return. 

• E-logbooks are set up so that you can’t start a Fish Catch 
Report unless a Trip Start Report has been completed. 

• When diving, you must complete a separate Fish Catch Report 
each time you change target species.

Report content
The first four data fields of the catch report are general information 
about the fishing trip may be automatically carried across from the 
Trip Start Report, but if not, you’ll need to enter them again: 
• Trip ID 
• Client number 
• Is vessel used? 
• Vessel number
• Fishing method code – enter DV if the e-logbook doesn’t do it 

automatically.
• Target species code – this is the code for the main species you 

are trying to catch (although it may not be the one you actually 
catch the most of). The codes are listed in Schedule 2 of the 
Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions and Codes) Circular) 
and haven’t changed from the old system. 
 

• Is NFPS catch present? – enter yes or no. If yes, fill in an NFPS 
Catch Report.

The next set of data fields are your Diver Record and you must fill 
one in for every dive a diver does during a fishing trip. You must 
complete a new Diver Record if any of the following changes: 
breath mode, swell/visibility, use of boat person, and, for paua 
diving only, paua statistical area or target length. 

• Diver ID or name – if the target species is paua, enter the 
individual diver ID number issued by industry. For all other 
target species, enter the diver’s first name and surname.

• Total diving time (hours) – enter the total number of hours the 
diver spent in the water.

• Paua statistical area – enter which paua statistical area you're 
diving in (only required for paua diving).

• Target length – if you're diving for paua and are targeting paua 
above the minimum harvest size (MHS) for the area you're 
diving, record the minimum length of paua you are targeting  
(in mm).

• Total diving time (minutes) – enter the total number of dive 
minutes in addition to the total number of dive hours entered 
above. For example, if the dive was 3 hours and 10 minutes, 
enter 10.  
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•  Breath mode – enter one of the four possible codes (SK, ST, 
AL or SS) that correspond to snorkel (free diving), SCUBA with 
steel tank, SCUBA with aluminium tank, or surface supplied.  
See Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions 
and Codes) Circular.

•  Swell – enter your estimate in metres of the swell height during 
diving.

•  Visibility – enter your estimate of the average visibility in 
metres during diving.

•  Was boat person used? – enter yes if there was a person (‘boat 
boy’) helping you get the catch on board.

• Start details – enter the date, time and position of the diver 
immediately before starting a dive

•  Finish details – enter the date, time and position of the diver 
immediately after finishing a dive.

•  Diver catch records – fill in the species code and estimated 
greenweight (in kilograms) for top (by weight) 8 species  
(QMS and non-QMS) that you catch. You can include more 
than 8 species but must not record less unless less than 8 
were caught. Catches of blackfoot paua must be recorded 
separately from yellowfoot paua. The species codes are listed 
in Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions 
and Codes) Circular and on the Resources webpage of the 

Digital Monitoring website (for non-QMS species codes).

Note: catch records only apply to catch that you are legally allowed 
to keep.

The last two data fields may or may not be filled in:
• Amendment reason – fill this in if you are updating, correcting 

or adding to a report.
• Notes – enter any extra information here.
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Quick guide to entering Fish Catch Report data:  
Hand-Gathering
General information
• This report provides the data that you previously reported on a 

catch, effort and landing effort return.
•  E-logbooks are set up so that you can’t start a Fish Catch 

Report unless a Trip Start Report has been completed. 
•  You must complete a separate Fish Catch Report if fishing 

takes place more than 1 nautical mile from where you started 
fishing.

Report content
The first four data fields of the catch report are general information 
about the fishing trip may be automatically carried across from the 
Trip Start Report, but if not, you’ll need to enter them: 
• Trip ID 
• Client number 
• Is vessel used? 
•  Vessel number

The next set of data fields give the details of your catch and fishing 
effort:
• Fishing method code – enter H if the e-logbook doesn’t do it 

automatically for you.
• Target species code – this is the code for the main species you 

are trying to catch (although it may not be the one you actually 
catch the most of). The codes are listed in Schedule 2 of the 

Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions and Codes) Circular. 
They haven’t changed from the old system.

• Number of people – enter the total number of people gathering 
on behalf of the permit holder (including the permit holder, if 
applicable). 

• Time spent – enter the total sum of time in hours spent by the 
permit holder and people gathering on behalf of the permit 
holder. For example, if 3 people gathered for 3 hours, enter 9.

• Start details – enter the date, time and position of where the 
vessel or fisher is immediately before hand-gathering starts.

• Finish details – enter the date, time and position of where the 
vessel or fisher is immediately after hand-gathering ends.

•  Catch records – fill in the species code and estimated 
greenweight (in kilograms) for top (by weight) 8 species (QMS 
and non-QMS) that you catch. You can include more than 
8 species but must not record less unless less than 8 were 
caught. The species codes are listed in Schedule 2 of the 
Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions and Codes) Circular 
and on the Resources webpage of the Digital Monitoring 
website (for non-QMS species codes). 
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Note: Catch records only apply to catch that you are legally allowed 
to keep. Catch you are not permitted to keep will be recorded on a 
Disposal Report or NFPS Report.
•  Is NFPS catch present? – enter yes or no. If yes, fill in an NFPS 

Catch Report.

The last two data fields may or may not be filled in:
• Amendment reason – fill this in if you are updating, correcting 

or adding to a report.
• Notes – enter any extra information here.
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Quick guide to entering Fish Catch Report data:  
Squid Jigging
General information
• This report provides the data that you previously reported on a 

squid jigging catch effort return.
• E-logbooks are set up so that you can’t start a Fish Catch 

Report unless a Trip Start Report has been completed. 
• You must complete a separate Fish Catch Report for each drift 

(which can be no longer than 24 hours long).

Report content
The first four data fields of the catch report are general information 
about the fishing trip may be automatically carried across from the 
Trip Start Report, but if not, you’ll need to enter them again:
• Trip ID 
• Client number 
• Is vessel used? 
•  Vessel number

The codes you need to complete the next set of data fields are 
listed in Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions 
and Codes) Circular. The fishing method codes and target species 
codes haven’t changed from the old system:
• Fishing code method – enter SJ if the e-logbook doesn’t 

automatically do it for you.

• Target species code – this is the code for the main species you 
are trying to catch (although it may not be the one you actually 
catch the most of).

•  Mitigation device codes – if applicable, enter the codes for any 
devices used. 

In the next set of data fields you will give more detail about the 
gear and catch itself:  
• Deepest lure depth – enter the greatest depth in the water of 

any lure (jig) as measured vertically from the sea surface during 
the jig. 

• Bottom depth – enter the depth below the vessel at the start of 
the drift.

• Number single reels – enter the maximum number of single 
reels used during the drift.

• Number double reels – enter the maximum number of double 
reels used during the drift.

•  Start details – enter the date, time and position of the vessel 
immediately before the jig machines start to operate.

• Finish details – enter the date, time and position of the vessel 
immediately after the jig machines stop operating.

• Catch records – fill in the species code and estimated 
greenweight (in kilograms) for top (by weight) 8 species (QMS 
and non-QMS) that you catch. You can include more than 
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8 species but must not record less unless less than 8 were 
caught. The codes are listed in Schedule 2 of the Fisheries 
(E-Logbook Users Instructions and Codes) Circular, and on the 
Resources webpage of the Digital Monitoring website (for non-
QMS species codes). 

Note: Catch records only apply to catch that you are legally allowed 
to keep. Catch you are not permitted to keep will be recorded on a 
Disposal Report or NFPS Report.
• Is NFPS catch present? – enter yes or no. If yes, fill in an NFPS 

Catch Report.

The last two data fields may or may not be filled in:
• Amendment reason – fill this in if you are updating, correcting 

or adding to a report.
• Notes – enter any extra information here.
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Quick guide to entering Fish Catch Report data: Potting
General information
• This report provides the data that you previously reported on 

either a catch, effort and landing effort return (CELR) or on a 
freshwater eel catch effort return (ECER). 

• E-logbooks are set up so that you can’t start a Fish Catch 
Report unless a Trip Start Report has been completed. 

• The type of potting you do and the species you are targeting 
will determine when you have to fill in more than one Fish 
Catch Report – see section 2 of the guidance flip book for full 
instructions.

• You don't need to complete a Fish Catch Report if you are 
retrieving pots you have stored in the water i.e. you are not 
trying to catch fish 

Report content

The first four data fields of the catch report are general information 
about the fishing trip may be automatically carried across from the 
Trip Start Report, but if not, you’ll need to enter them again: 
• Trip ID 
• Client number 
• Is vessel used? 
• Vessel number

The codes you need to complete the next two data fields are listed 
in Schedule 2 of the Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions and 
Codes) Circular. Most have not changed from the old system:

• Fishing method code – choose one of the codes for potting 
(including eeling).

• Target species code – this is the code for the main species you 
are trying to catch (although it may not be the one you actually 
catch the most of).

In the next set of data fields you will provide more detail about the 
gear and catch itself: 
• Number of lifts – enter the total number of pots or other 

equipment lifted. Any lifted more than once during a day must 
be counted separately.

• Soak time – enter your estimate in hours of the average soak 
time of each pot or other unit of equipment.

• Fyke nets baited? – enter yes or no (fishing method codes FN or 
EFN only). 

• Start details – enter the date, time and position of the vessel 
or fisher immediately before the first pot or other unit of fishing 
equipment is lifted.

• End details – enter the date, time and position of the vessel 
or fisher immediately after the last pot or other unit of fishing 
equipment is lifted.

• Catch records – fill in the species code and estimated 
greenweight (in kilograms) for top (by weight) 8 species (QMS 
and non-QMS) that you catch. You can include more than 
8 species but must not record less unless less than 8 were 
caught. The species codes are listed in Schedule 2 of the 
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Fisheries (E-Logbook Users Instructions and Codes) Circular 
and on the Resources webpage of the Digital Monitoring 
website (for non-QMS species codes). 

• Is NFPS catch present? – enter yes or no. If yes, fill in an NFPS 
Catch Report.

The last two data fields may or may not be filled in:
• Amendment reason – fill this in if you are updating, correcting 

or adding to a report.
• Notes – enter any extra information here.

There are electronic resources 
available to assist you with NFPS 
identification. 
• The DOC website has material on coastal 

and deep water seabird species. Guides 
include MPI reporting codes and are 
available in multiple languages: 
www.doc.govt.nz/our-work/
conservation-services-programme/
csp-identification-guides/a-fishers-
guide-to-new-zealand-seabirds/

• A fuller set of invertebrate NFPS 
material is available at: fs.fish.govt.nz/
Doc/23020/AEBR_86.pdf.ashx

• A coral guide is available at:  
www.doc.govt.nz/Documents/
conservation/marine-and-coastal/
fishing/coral-id-guide-updated.pdf

Online Resources
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Non-Fish or Protected Fish Species Catch Report  
– Summary Information

You must complete an NFPS Catch Report if there is an interaction 
with the following by the vessel or gear during a trip:
• Birds;
• Marine mammals (e.g. New Zealand fur seal);
• Marine reptiles (e.g. turtles);
• Protected fish species (e.g. basking shark, great white shark, 

manta ray, black spotted grouper);
• Selected benthic organisms (corals, sponges and bryozoans).

You will be prompted for more information about how the capture 
happened if a seabird is taken during trawling or surface or bottom 
longlining.

You must take care when choosing codes where there is a group 
option and a specific option so that you do not accidentally report 
an organism twice.

As well as being able to record the number of animals uninjured, 
injured or dead, there is now a ‘decomposing’ option available. 
You should only use this option if you are confident the animal was 
already dead prior to being brought on board a vessel.

For fishers operating under a High Seas fishing permit in the 
SPRFMO convention area, an additional list of species codes is 
available. Fishers are able to request the assistance of observers 
to identify benthic material.

Unless you are reporting a seabird deck strike, you must make 
sure you record the ID of the corresponding Fish Catch Report 
where the capture occurred.

If there is more than one NFPS capture during an event, they will 
all be recorded on the same NFPS Catch Report.

The NFPS Report must be completed and provided at the 
same time as the Fish Catch Report (i.e. before the close of 
the day when the event occurred), if it occurs as part of a fish 
catch event.

'If the capture is not a result of an interaction with fishing 
gear, e.g. a seabird deck strike, the NFPS Catch Report will be 
a standalone report, i.e. it will not be linked to a Fish Catch 
Report. It must be completed and provided to FishServe 
before the end of the day on which you became aware of the 
capture. 
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Processing Report – Summary Information

This report only needs to be completed by vessels that are >19m, freeze fish product on board 
or produce fish meal, and operate under the Animal Products Act 1999.

The Processing Report is largely equivalent to the daily processing summary of a TCEPR. The main 
difference is that fish that are not processed/packed (e.g. are returned to the sea or eaten) are 
reported on a Disposal Report rather than on the Processing Report.

For operational reasons or because of company requirements, a Processing Report may be provided 
as a non-compulsory return.

When legally required, a Processing Report must be completed and provided to FishServe before 
the end of the day following the end of a 24 hour processing period. However, if processing 
starts on one day and ends on the next, the report must be completed and provided to FishServe 
by the end of the day following the day that processing ends.

If it is necessary to complete a Processing Report, you must complete your Disposal Report in 
the same time period as the Processing Report. 
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Disposal Report – Summary Information
You must complete a Disposal Report if you 
catch fish and those fish are:
• QMS species lost or returned to the 

water;
• non-QMS  and non-protected species 

returned to the water;
• eaten on board the vessel;
• above or below a maximum or minimum 

size/weight/width and so must be 
returned to the water;

• returned under observer authorisation.
• placed into, taken out of or lost from a 

holding container in the water;
• caught and used as bait during the trip;
• released under 6th Schedule provisions.

If you do not dispose of any fish, you do not 
have to provide a Disposal Report.

Catch that is reported on a Disposal Report 
must not also be included on a Landing 
Report.

There are a number of key changes from the 
paper-based system:
• Reporting will be by stock rather than 

species and will include a disposal code 
(a destination-type code).  
New codes have been created for the 

new scenarios of fish disposal and you 
will have to become familiar with them. 
They are listed in Schedule 2 of the 
Fisheries (E-logbook Users Instructions 
and Codes) Circular.

• Please only use E Stock Codes if fishing 
under special permit.

• For surface longlining, all fish returned 
to the sea must now be included on a 
Disposal Report.

• For fishers using holding containers, there 
is a requirement to give the coordinates 
of those containers.

For eeling, the number and weight of eels 
above the maximum legal weight caught and 
returned will be reported. This maximum 
weight will vary depending on region.

A Disposal Report will usually be linked to a 
Fish Catch Report, except in a few instances:
• when fish are put into, taken out of or 

lost from holding containers in the water;
• when the disposal is linked to processing;
• when the relevant Event ID cannot be 

determined.

For disposals linked to a Fish Catch Report, 
you must complete and provide a Disposal 

Report according to the same timeframes 
as for the Fish Catch Report. This means 
providing the report to FishServe before the 
end of the day on which the report must be 
completed.

If you have several holding containers close 
to each other, you can just complete one 
Disposal Report for all those containers.

For disposals associated with holding 
containers, you must complete the Disposal 
Report within 1 hour of finishing the disposal 
and provide it to FishServe before the end of 
the day on which the report was completed.

For disposals linked to processing, you must 
complete and provide a Disposal Report for 
each 24 hour processing period. This means 
providing the report to FishServe before the 
end of the day following the day when a 24-
hour processing period ended.
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Under electronic reporting, only fish that is 
on a vessel or with you at the end of a trip 
will be included in a Landing Report. This 
means you will use landing codes for fish:
• landed to an LFR (including 

transhipped, previously held in or lost 
from a holding container, about to enter 
an intermediate holding container on 
land, or predated fish unfit for human 
consumption);

• to be retained on board;
• to be sold via wharf sales;
• landed under a 111 permit (recreational 

catch);
• taken for subsequent use as bait for 

personal use;
• taken as a sample by an Observer or 

seized by a Fisheries Officer.

During a “standard” landing, where catch 
goes to an LFR (landing codes: L, LR, PF, 
QL, TL, EOY), there will be two phases to 
completing a Landing Report:

Landing Report – Summary information
1. Initial: this part of the Landing Report 

must be completed and provided as 
soon as you have finished landing 
your catch (even though greenweight 
information from the LFR won’t be 
available at that point). In most cases, 
this first part will be completed after the 
Trip End Report has been sent.

2. Amended: when you receive 
greenweight data from the LFR, you 
must amend (update) the pre-LFR 
Landing Report. This should be done via 
KUPE as soon as is practicable.

If you place fish into a holding container on 
land (landing code LF or QL) before passing 
them to an LFR, you will have to report 
either the coordinates or actual address of 
the container. 

When you pass live fish from a holding 
container on land to an LFR (landing code 
LFL), you will have to do this on a separate 
landing report. You will not have to supply a 
Trip ID for this second landing report.

You must include predated fish on a landing 
report but it is only necessary to include a 
greenweight estimate of the remains of the 
fish (i.e. you do not have to guess what the 
fish might have weighed prior to predation). 
Predated fish must be returned to an LFR 
and attributed an LFR client number.

If you do not pass catch to an LFR (landing 
codes: O, S, W, B, R, TT, F, BS, V) you 
must complete and provide a Landing 
Report (including best estimates of 
greenweight) as soon as you have finished 
landing your catch.

Note: EOY reporting is only relevant for 
vessels operated by permit holders who 
hold more than 100 tonnes of ACE during 
the year.

Further guidance on choosing landing 
codes, and reporting EOY transhipments 
and live fish is given in diagrams on 
separate pages of this flip book.
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Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Leave as: PF

Transhipment  
(catch transferred from another  

vessel that will go to an LFR)

see separate diagram

End of Year (EOY)  
Reporting Requirements

see separate diagram

One of the following  
codes will apply.

Seized by FO S

Wharf sale W

Taken by observer V

Conveyed outside EEZ O

Section 110 approval F

Use code:
if catch was previously recorded as R – 
retained on board – that will go to LFR  
or into a holding container on land).

LR

PF
Use code:

Enter container  
details in the notes 
page of e-logbook

BSUse code:

BUse code:

Where is this catch going?

The catch is... 
(pick one of the following)

Note: Codes in Green must be 
included on MHR returns

Were fish caught on this trip?

LUse code:

HLUse code:

Was any catch 
lost from holding 

container?

Will it be removed  
from the vessel?

Use code:
(Retained on board) R

No

Yes

Yes Yes Or

LFL

LF

QLUse code:

Use code:

Use code:

...going straight to the LFR.

Is it going into a holding 
container on land?

Then to a LFR?

To a LFR?...for personal  
use as bait.

...predated.

No

Holding container

LFR

No

No No

No

...taken for 
the purpose 
of biotoxin 
sampling

Live Dead

Is it live or dead?

Landing Report Codes
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If it is a transhipment where the catch 
is owned by the catching vessel...

End of Year (EOY)  
Reporting Requirements (30 September example)

1. Vessel A completes Landing Report 
with landing code TT as soon as 
catch is transferred to vessel B 
(along with registration number 
of vessel B and greenweight 
estimate).

September

October

Land catch

If it is a transhipment where the catch 
is owned by the landing vessel...

1. Vessel A completes Landing Report 
with landing code TL as soon as 
catch is transferred to vessel B 
(along with registration number  
of vessel B)

1. Estimate greenweight for 
September catch and complete 
Landing Report with code EOY.

2. Vessel B takes ownership of catch 
and reporting obligations (including 
MHR). The transhipped catch does 
not need to be kept separate from 
other catch on board.

3. Vessel B completes Landing Report 
with landing code L.

4. LFR provides greenweight info for 
vessel B to update Landing Report.

2. Vessel B has no reporting 
obligations, but must keep 
transhipped catch separate from 
other catch on board and inform 
LFR of catching vessel A details.

3. LFR provides greenweight info for 
vessel A to update Landing Report.

2. Estimate greenweight for October 
catch (light blue) and complete 
separate Landing Report with code L.

3. Update September and October 
Landing Reports with values from 
LFR and submit September/
October MHRs.

Vessel A 
(Transferring vessel)

Vessel B 
(Receiving  

vessel)

Vessel A 
(Transferring vessel)

Vessel B 
(Receiving  

vessel)

EOY

L

Use code:

Use code:

TLUse code:TTUse code: Trip

EOY and Transhipping Codes
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Being involved in New Zealand’s commercial fisheries requires that certain responsibilities are met to provide catch and position data 
within specified timeframes. There may be occasions where this is not possible, because of a problem with your equipment. In these 
circumstances, there are things you must do when you become aware that the equipment is not working properly, in order to meet your 
legal obligations.

Electronic Catch and Position Reporting:  
Device Failure

Important – You should check if your reporting equipment is working 
before you start your trip. 

If you discover that your catch or position equipment is not 
working, your first priority is to:
• Contact your technology provider so that they can try to fix the 

issue.

If you expect you will not be able to meet your obligations under 
the Regulations, then you must:
• Contact MPI on 0800 00 83 33 to report the equipment 

malfunction. You will be put through to the National 
Communications Centre (NCC). It is permissible for you to 
contact a third party (e.g. your partner or an employee) by 
some means (e.g. via VHF radio), so that they can relay a 
message to MPI on your behalf. In this case, they will be asked 
the same list of questions below, so you should make sure 
they have the answers before they contact MPI on the number 
above.

• The NCC staff may issue a Direction allowing you to continue 
fishing despite the device failure. It will be necessary to have 
the following information available before you call: 

 Name of the vessel operator and master, permit holder?
 Name of vessel and registration number?
 What date/time did you first notice the device was not 

working properly?
 What is the issue with your GPR and / or e-logbook?
 What is the make of the device?
 Has this occurred previously in the last 3 months?
 If so, how many times?
 Has your service provider been notified?
 How long has the service provider indicated it will take to 

fix the problem?
 How long is your current trip?
 Where are you intending on fishing?
 What species are you targeting? 
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 Do you have an alternative method of recording catch or 
position data? 
 – Paper versions of event reports are available to 

download from the FishServe website. You should 
keep spare copies of these forms with you when you 
fish in case you need them.

 – You can record your position data using a backup 
device (such as a smartphone app or your plotter). You 
may also enter the time, date, longitude and latitude 
into a spreadsheet supplied by the NCC if this is 
convenient for you.

Any Direction issued will be emailed to the email address held by 
FishServe. 

You must meet all conditions of a Direction if you wish to continue 
to fish. This includes providing all data electronically to MPI or 
FishServe when you return from the trip. A Fishery Officer may 
contact you after you return to ensure that you are compliant with 
the Direction.
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THIS IS NOT A LEGAL DOCUMENT.

August 2021

The Fisheries New Zealand website is a great source of 
information and guidance material on electronic catch 
and position reporting: 

www.fisheries.govt.nz/ereporting

Resources include videos and downloadable documents 
and graphics (including a Day in the Life chart that 
incorporates all the information in Section 1 of this flip 
book on one page). 

The legal documents relating to electronic catch and 
position reporting that you need to be familiar with to 
understand your obligations as permit holders are also 
available on the ereporting website.

If you need advice on how to report electronically, 
contact FishServe on 04 460 9550. For general enquiries 
regarding the digital monitoring programme, call MPI’s 
Customer Enquiry Centre on 0800 00 83 33.

Guidance Support Channels for Fishers


